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RETRACTILADO ORIGINAL, EXCELENTE, DE MÉXICO CON AMOR MISMO DÍA SI RECIBO
SU PEDIDO POR LA MAÑANA EN DÍAS HÁBILES

About the AuthorAmber Lotus Publishing is a carbon-negative independent publisher of mind
body spirit themed calendars, greeting cards, journals, books, and wisdom decks. We create
products that illuminate the sacred dimensions of everyday life mindfulness, healthy lifestyles,
and earth awareness. Sharing the diversity of world cultures and sacred traditions as well as the
inspiration and beauty of the natural world is our passion.
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Sasha Duran, “It was a gift for my aunt and she loved it. The colorful pages are very vivid. It was
a gift for my aunt and she loved it. The colorful pages are very vivid. Kind of wish it was a spiral
edge agenda so it would be easier to open and write in. Other than that loved it! Can't beat the
price either for something so beautiful.”

Karitza, “What better way to start my year with quotes from Paulo .... What better way to start my
year with quotes from Paulo Coelho. I spent years using their agendas, very clean and perfect to
start a day full of positivism. Its cover and image makes you want to write every day, and flexible
way to bring your wallet at all times. I recommend it for use of simple and specific notes.”

Doralmom1102, “I have been using these agendas for several years.. I have been using these
agendas for several years. They serve their purpose and the quotes included are always
inspiring”

Francisco O., “Four Stars. It is a nice book. It is special for women. it was for a gift”

Mayra Hernandez, “Four Stars. Great quality and thight agenda ..”

Paula Gajardo, “I bought this to my sister's birthday and she love it! Really beautiful and original
and well made .... I bought this to my sister's birthday and she love it! Really beautiful and
original and well made it”

Miss. M, “Five Stars. Love buying these books every year! The color is fantastic, each page is
decorated. Well worth the price.”

angeli003, “Five Stars. Would have loved it more if it had a spiral binding, but it's absolutely
gorgeous!”

Barry Sweeney, “Five Stars. Great service will use again”

Benita Schmidt, “Looks fine, but I bought it as a gift for .... Looks fine, but I bought it as a gift for
my sister in law so I haven't looked inside :-)”

Cozyhealthylife, “me encanta. compro esta agenda todos los años, me encantan sus colores y
sus frases. Simplemente maravillosa. Me encanta Coelho, he leído todos sus libros.”

Carolina, “Preciosa agenda y estupendas citas. Ya tenía "Compartir" de 2014 y este año repito
con "Alquimia" . Adoro las ilustraciones de Catalina Estrada y las bellas palabras que la



acompañan.”

The book by Paulo Coelho has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 60 people have provided feedback.
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